



A SABBATICAL SCHEME FOR EXPERIENCED TEACHERS IN CHALLENGING SCHOOLS

1 INTRODUCTION
The DfEE is funding a sabbatical scheme for experienced teachers for an initial three year period.  Sabbaticals can start from September 2001.  The proposal for a sabbatical scheme received overwhelming support from teachers in the professional development consultation last year and is supported by the GTC and the teacher unions. The scheme is funded through the Standards Fund. 
The following pages provide details of:
	the purpose and benefits of the scheme; 
	eligibility criteria;
	terms and conditions for sabbaticals; 
	what the scheme provides; 
	how the scheme might operate at school level; and,
	evaluation of the scheme. 

2 PURPOSE AND BENEFITS OF THE SCHEME




The scheme applies to teachers working in challenging schools in England defined as those where 50% or more of the pupils are eligible for free school meals. The LEA will spread the available sabbatical opportunities to all eligible schools over the three year period according to pupil numbers (or group size).  

Teachers eligible to apply for a sabbatical are those who:

a)	On 1 September 2001 have a total of 5 years satisfactory service in schools where 50% or more of the children are eligible for free school meals.  The time spent in paid maternity leave (18 weeks) counts towards the five year period and new rights to maternity and paternity leave will also count.  

b)	hold one of the following roles in school: teacher, advanced skills teacher, assistant headteacher, deputy headteacher or headteacher. Fast-track and unattached teachers are not included in the scheme; and,

c)	are employed full-time or part-time in maintained primary, special and secondary schools, non-maintained primary and secondary special schools in England on 1st September 2001.  Funding will be proportional for teachers currently working part-time.

4  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR SABBATICALS

1.	A teacher can participate in one sabbatical only in the three year period.  It is possible for two teachers from the same school or different schools to share a sabbatical.  The sabbatical must be completed within one academic year.  A teacher on a salaried sabbatical is deemed to be working, is still on the payroll of the school and will automatically remain in the Teachers’ Pension Scheme.  

2.	The sabbatical can take the form of:

*	an organised placement in the business, public or voluntary sector;
*	working alongside other professionals in schools; or community projects involving other professionals;
*	a small-scale research or development study in partnership with a higher education institution, subject or specialist association, LEA or with other schools; 
*	other planned personal and professional development. 

3.	The sabbatical can last up to six weeks.  The time can be used flexibly, eg 1 day a week during the academic year; 3 blocks of two weeks and so on.  
  
4.	The headteacher and governing body have overall responsibility for deciding who will have a sabbatical, when they will undertake their sabbatical and what their professional development activities will involve during their sabbatical period;

5.	The number of sabbaticals allocated to each Local Education Authority will be based on a formula which takes account of the number of schools in that LEA within the eligible group of schools.

5 WHAT THE SCHEME PROVIDES

Schools will receive £6000 (proportional for part-time staff) for each sabbatical, which should cover all the costs of the sabbatical and is primarily to pay for teacher supply costs.  Schools should request funding from the LEA once the sabbatical has been agreed.  

6 HOW THE SCHEME MIGHT OPERATE AT SCHOOL LEVEL

The management of the selection and allocation process at school level needs to be conducted openly and fairly with staff being consulted about the criteria for allocating a sabbatical. Schools will want to minimise bureaucracy in the planning and implementation of the scheme.  
Schools will wish to set their own criteria for assessing a sabbatical proposal and will also want to consider some or all of the following: 

	its relevance to the school’s development plan;
	its ability to address an area in the development plan which could not be readily achieved in another way;
	its relevance to the applicant’s identified development needs;
	the provision of a clear project plan including:
o	aims
o	the way in which the project will be undertaken 
o	resource allocation 
o	intended outcomes for the school and the individual 
o	how the outcomes and impact of the sabbatical will be shared with other teachers and evaluated
o	how the sabbatical will be planned to minimise disruption for pupils and the smooth operation of the school.

Teachers should complete an outline plan of the proposed sabbatical activity based around the school’s agreed selection criteria.

7  HOW TO SHARE INFORMATION AT THE END OF THE SABBATICAL





Schools will want to ensure the outcomes of sabbaticals are disseminated to colleagues.  Headteachers will want to consider how this can be best achieved.
 
9  EVALUATION OF THE SCHEME
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